
The Board of Directors regularly monitors relevant risks across the 
organization through the Governance, Sustainability, and Risk 
Commi�ee. Also, every year, it reviews and approves criteria for 
prioritizing risks, establishing the Group’s appetite and tolerance for 
business and operations.

ISA and its companies’ Comprehensive Risk Management (GIR) seeks to 
preserve the integrity of corporate resources and the continuity and 
sustainability of business units. For this purpose, ISA and its companies 
systematically identify, analyze, evaluate, monitor, and communicate risks 
to which companies are exposed to minimize impacts on financial and 
reputation resources and to benefit from opportunities that may come 
from them. Each a�liate of the group applies the risk cycle and then 
generates a map that includes identification, assessment, and 
administration measures. This information is updated and consolidated 
on a quarterly basis.

During the period, the company made some adjustments like updating 
the risk dimensions and categories, and criteria for prioritizing risks in 
ISA (based on the concepts of appetite and risk tolerance). Also, 
organizational adjustments to strengthen risk management were 
approved. At the end of the period, the consolidated risk map for ISA 
and its companies showed the following scenario in its 18 risk 
categories:
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At ISA and its companies, risk management is supported
by processes, from where events that might a�ect the
company’s results are identified and addressed. Therefore,
each person that is in charge of a process, project,
asset, contract, among others, is directly responsible
for proper identification, assessment, prevention,
and mitigation of risks. Risk monitoring is associated
with the level of responsibility along the structure of the
organization, going from the layer of processes until
reaching the highest levels of the companies including
their boards of directors. Additionally, the audit areas,
in the performance of their duties, base their work on
the analysis of business risks.

Number of risks reported in each instance: red to
directors, chief o�cers, and area managers; yellow
to general managers; orange and red to boards of
directors and their equivalents.
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